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The Schwinger model has been extensively studied (Refs.1-3) as an

exactly soluble model «hich exhibits confinement of the fundamental fermions,

and which also spontaneously breaks the chiral symmetry of the theory. The

solutions generally take Schwinger';; (Ref.l) approach of using the field

equations for a suitably regularised gauge-invariant current to solve the

model. The model has also been studied using Feynman diagrams (Ref.3).

We take a different approach by working directly with the path integral .

We regularize the action in a way that preserves gauge invariance; this is

done by f i rs t decomposing the gauge field into a sum of the gauge-invariant

and gauge-variant pieces. The coupling of the fermions to the gauge-invariant

piece is regularized; the gauge-variant piece is removed by a gauge trans-

formation. We then discuss gauge invariance for the regularized action.

The fermion path integral is then performed to a l l orders in perturbation

theory using the axial vector current anomaly (Ref.!*).

He then study the confinement c r i t e r i a for the interacting theory and

find that the Wilson loop integral (Hef.5) does not show the exp(-area)

dependence for the interacting theory.

ABSTRACT

We solve the Schwinger model exactly using the path integral. The

fermion sector is solved using the axial current anomaly. We then study the

Wilson loop integral for the interacting theory, and discuss the Wilson

criterion for confinement.

I I - THE ACTIOH

The Schwinger model i s massless quantum electrodynamics in one sp:n-e

and one time dimension. For c a l c u l a t l o n a l s i m p l i c i t y , we study t h i s model

in 1+1 Euclidean space. Note t h a t t he re i s no need t o in t roduce a cut off

s ince t he theory i s super- renormal izable . The Euclidean ac t ion i s defined

using the two-component spinors 1(1 and tji and the gauge f i e l d A and is

given by
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and

, J
In eliminating the $(x) field, we have chosen no gauge for the gauge field;

the only restr ict ion we have is that we can evaluate only gauge-invariant

expectation values for the fermions and bosons. Given the ansatz (2.It) for

A i t is most suitable to work in '.he Landau gauge, i . e .

Note that g is the bare coupling constant and carries the dimension of mass.

We decompose the gauge field as follows:

(2.It)

Where 4 y Is the antisymmetric tensor, S(x) and $(*) are pseudoscalar and
scalar f ie lds , respectively. Using (2.It) gives

which implies that for each x

Using the identity

» o

(2.9)

(2.10)

( 2 . 5 )

Note that S(x) is gauge invariant and +(x) is gauge dependent. Using

(2.It) gives

where Yc T, Y, v e

f (2.11)

Perform the local gauge transformation on the fermions

(2.T)

which gives

-3 -

We now regularize the action by point-splitting the axial vector

current. When the fermions in the axial current are point-split, an average

over all possible angles has to be performed to recover spherical symmetry.

This averaging also requires that the Y matrices and 5 S are also projected

in the direction in which the fermions are point-split. We pick an arbitrary

direction 8 in the two-dimensional plane. Let ê  aand e_ be the unit

basis vectors defining the i operator; let

(2.12)

Then define
(9)

(2.13)
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Note

and

Let a be an infinitesimal number; then the (point-split) regularized action

is defined by

A4

We shall explicitly evaluate A1 in Sec.III.

Before taking the limit of a + 0, we shall first symmetrize A' by

integrating over all possible directions of the angle 6 . That is, the final

result i s
4*

(2.17)

III. GAUGE INVARIANCE

We now discuss the gauge-invariant property of the regularized action.

Recall that from (2.5) and (2.1*0

The regularization of the ajtial e\>rrent does not generate any gauge-dependent

terms for the boson sector since the field S(x) is gauge invariant; however,

this regularization does not respect gauge invariance for the fermion sector. We

show in Sec.IV that in spite of the fact that ve use a non-explicitly gauge-invariant

feraion boson coupling we recover complete gauge invariance for the fermions

in the limit of a •* 0. There is no reason for putting the line integral

where

exp i A dt betveen the point-split fermions as i t would not restore

gauge invarianee for the fermions.

The quantum field theory is defined by the Feynman path integral of

e over all values of the fermions and the gauge field; in the Landau gauge

this is given by

2 - ir

where we have ignored certain (infinite) constants.

The path integral over the fennion field Is performed giving

(2.15)

AF (£.16)

(3.2)

As has been shown by Adler (Ref.lt) for spinor electrodynamics, the

Ward identities (which reflect gauge invariance for the Green functions) are

violated for the axial vector current due to the anomaly, whereas those for

the vector current are left unchanged. For the regularized action given by

(3.1), the Ward identities are not satisfied for a 4 0. However, all that is

required is that we recover the usual Ward identities in the limit as a-^ 0.

The option of choosing a regularized action with exact gauge invariance la

usually preferred so as to ensure that one obtains a gauge-invariant theory

in the limit of a-*0, but this option is by no means necessary. In fact, we

show below how the Ward identiti*?:; are recovered by our regularized action in

the limit of a.+ 0.

For rioncreteneBS, we cotir, i-ler the Ward identity for the vector current

vertex. Let

-5- -6-



We perform a (gauge transformation) change of variable for the fermion

integration variables as follows:

^ x ,

Then

and

A + i j

e. (3.1*)

( 3 . 5 )

where

( 3 9 )

If <ST was zero, then (3.8) would tie the usual Ward identity for the vector

current vertex. We now show that ST- •+ 0 as we take the limit of a -* 0.

From dimensional analysis, and so the only possible non-zero

term in ST comes from this term. Hence, we rewrite ST as

3.10)

Therefore

(3 .6)

where for brevity we have written

(3.11)

The first term in iT is zero as a * 0, and so is the third term in (3-10)The first term in iT is zero as a ,

since 3 (6) J5(z) is 0(1) from translational symmetry- Hence

(3.12)

( 3 .7 )

Since ${z) is an arbitrary function, the coefficient of the term linear in

must be zero for each z, giving

( 3 .8 )

But

Hence

OO)

o

^r<») +of0

(3.13)
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Therefore, from (3-8)

<SC«,y){ fit-') - !•(!->)}

(3.15)

We have hence recovered the Ward identity for the vector current in the limit

of a ^ O ; a non-trivial cancellation of f ini te terms was a consequence of

the regularization as shown by (3.13). The Ward identi t ies shou, at the level

of the Green functions, that we obtain exact local gauge invariance in the

limit of a-» 0.

The Ward identi t ies for the axial current are violated, and to see the
effect of the anomaly ve calculate the divergence of the vector and axial vector
currents. Performing only the fenuion integration and using (It.22) gives

* •»!!>»>

(3-16)

and

3.17)

We see from the above that the anomaly breaks conservation of the

axial vector current but leaves intact the conservation of the vector current.

This is the reason why the vector current Ward identi t ies are preserved in the

limit of a ^ 0 .

IV. FERMION PATH INTEGRAL

Doing an integration by parts gives for the regularized action

(4.1)

where the divergence of the regularized axial vector current is given by

If ve set a = 0, then by doing the local chiral transformation

.3)

we obtain

(it.

Therefore

(3.18)

and

(3-19)

and the fermionB completely decouple from the gauge field. Hence, the coupling

of the gauge field to the fermions is via the anomaly in the axial current

and our calculation will show this.

Performing the fermion path integral gives

A lst *, ©3

t.5)
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vhere 4^ • • • ̂  denotes the connected fermion loop using the free massless

fermion propagator. Graphically, A1 is given by an arbitrary number of fields

S(x.) attached to a single fermion loop, and is shown in Fig.I .

We show in Appx.A that in the limit of a -^0 only the f irs t two

terms of (It. 5) are non-2ero, that is

where

i J <'(*)W(y)\

(14.6)

and is shown graphically in Fig.2.

We evaluate the non-trivial diagrams. The f i r s t term for A' is zero

due to the t ranslat ions! symmetry of the fermions, and would anyvay be zero

when symmetrized over 6 .

We analyse the remaining term in momentum space. We use the usual

notation for the Fourier transform of the boson and fermion f ields; also, let

t

Then, in momentum space

* S s ->
Performing the fermion integration gives

J «
4.9)

The Feynman diagram for the above expression is given in Fig.3; we evaluate

F in Appx.B, and obtain

Therefore, from (U.7) and (U.ll) we obtain, for a-*0

and taking the symmetric limit by integrating over 8 gives

4.10}

( i t . ID

(14.12)

(14.13)

For completeness we evaluate the generating functional for the fermions.

Recall from O.lU) that we have for the regularized action

(it.8}
,(lt.l5}

-11-
-12-
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filthy)*, ,
<it.2S)

where
where the free fermion propagator is given by

Let ri(x), n{x) be fermionic sources. Then the generating functional is

given by

CU.ifl)

From the form of F[n,T|J we see that by performing the local chiral rotation
on the fermiona as given by (It.3), the fermions are effectively decoupled
from the gauge field and behave l ike free massless fermions.

As an example, we calculate the propagator for the gauge-invariant
fermion-antifermion s ta te ; we have

Using the Invarianee of the fermion integration under the transformation (in

matrix notation)

ve have

Therefore, from (it.lU) and (it.20)

_ _L

(U.20)

(U.21)

_L _L „

( I t .26)

C4.37)

In going from Eq.(li.25) to Ct.26) we have used Eq.{3.32); for details
? 2of the boson integration see Sec.V. The final result Is (m = g h)

( I t .28)

I t cfin eas i ly be ver i f ied that

- 1 3 - - 1 1 . -



where Y is Euler's constant and K the associated Bessel function. The

function F has the following asymptotic expansions:

X - > O

(It. 30)

Therefore , for x •* « , we have from Eqs. (It. 2T) and C*.3O)

(U.31)

The cluster decomposition for iji|i is violated since, for large x,

K{x) tends to a constant; this is taken to indicate the "breakdown of ehiral

symmetry for the vacuum state of the quantum field.

IV. THE WILSON LOOP INTEGRAL

We now evaluate the Wilson loop integral for the gauge field. Let C

denote a circular contour of radiuB L, which encloses the (unique) area r

(see Fig.M. Then, from Eq,(2.U) using Stokes theorem

(5.D

(5.2)

where J is the Bessel function. Therefore, in the Landau gauge, the Wilson

loop integral Is

< y r r

"' V S <5.io

The effective action for the boson sector has been obtained by

integrating out the fermions and gives

A -- Aft + A '
( 5 . 5 )

( 5 . 6 )

(5.7)

vhere m g /•« i s t h e maas of t he boson.

The act ion given by (5.T) for the toson sector can be obtained from

the massless free f i e l d by i n t e g r a t i n g out a l l the momentum modes with momentum

higher than m; t h i s has been done in Hef.6. In e f f e c t , (5 .7) i s the act ion

for t he masslesa free f i e ld for d is tances much l a rge r than lAn.

Performing the boson in t eg ra t i on us ing (5-2) and (5 .7) gives

- - I T ( 5 . 6 )

where I , FL are the assoc ia ted Bessel function* of the f i r s t and second

kind. The expression for W is exac t ; W i s a monotonlcally decreasing

function of L and has the following a»ymptot i<• behaviour:

- L*

- L 3 X > 0
( 5 - L O )

- 1 5 -

We see from (5.10) that for g > 0, the large gauge field loops are

not suppressed as exp(-area), whereas for g = 0 they do ahov the area

behaviour. This brings us to the question as to how we interpret the

connection of the Wilson loop integral to confinement. The following

interpretation is conaistent with .'jr result. ' ''' the loop integral show-"

exp(-area) behaviour for the pure gauge field (:io coupling to ffrmions, i.e.

- 1 6 -



g = 0 ) , then, when this gauge field is coupled to the ferraions, the fermions

are confined. In this interpretation of the loop integral, we do not expect

exp(-area) behaviour in the presence of fermions; and since we "know" that

the fermions are confined in the Schwinger model, the above interpretation is

consistent with the results of this model.

However, we point out that in the original paper of Wilson (Ref-5)» the

loop integral was directly related to the virtual paths taken by a fermion-

antifermion pair in making a transition between two points, on a spacetime

lattice. It was then reasoned that if the loop integral was suppressed as

exp(-area), then the amplitude for virtual paths with well-separated fennlon-

antifermion would be likewise suppressed; and hence the probability for seeing

a fennion as distinct and separate from the ant i f emion would also be low, and

In effect the theory would have confined fermions. In the other interpretation

of the Wilson loop integral, confinement is seen to be the property of the pure

gauge field and the loop integral has no direct interpretation in terms of

virtual paths of the fermions; the manner in vhich the confinement is

realized for the fermions coupled to the gauge field has its own particular

features and the specific features can be defined only in the presence of the

(interacting) fermions.

V. DISCUSSION

We solved the Schwinger model exactly using a point-split current,

and shoved that the axial current anomaly is responsible for generating the

mas3 term for the boson field. Although the regularization procedure used

was non-explicitly gauge-invariant, ve shoved, using the Ward ident i t i es , that

one recovers exact local gauge invariance for the fermion and boson sectors as

the regularization i s removed. A study of the Wilson loop integral for the

coupled theory indicates confinement according to an interpretation of the

Wilson cri ter ion. However, i t seems that instead of inferring confinement

indirectly from the behaviour of the pure gauge field, i t would be useful to

define c r i te r ia for confinement vhich directly involve the fermions. We

hope to discuss this problem using the Schwinger model in a subsequent publication.
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APPENDIX A

We show that all fermion loops with three or more external boson lines

vanish in the limit of a -• 0; the proof follows the methods used by Adler

(Ref.4). A typical term in the expansion of the fermion path integral is given

by

(A.I)

where

(A.I1)

the
As can be seen from^abave, only the symmetric part of the fermion loop couples
to the S(x, } boson field variables. We hence symmetrize the function T;

note that r is already symmetric under the cyclic permutations of i t s

arguments due to the trace arising from the fermion integration.

The divergence of the regularized axial current is from (h.2)

To simplify the steps of the calculation, ve shall use, instead of the above

divergence, the following simpler expression:

(A. 2)

vhere a = a(cosB, sine}.

The expression in (A.2) does not change the singular, i.e. the O(l/a)

terms, but only alters their numerical coefficient. But since ve shall prove

that all loops with more than three external lines vanish, the result is exact.

If one uses the axial current divergence given by Ct.2), one can then do an

-18-



analysis like that carried out in Appx.B and obtain the sane result as is

obtained by using (A.2); to avoid the unnecessary combinatorics we instead

use (A.2}.

We first symmetrize r on one of i t s external boson l ines; to do this

we work in momentum space. We introduce the notation (see Fiai.Al)

Then

We now relabel Fig.Al by singling out one of the external momenta
(which we represent by K) and symmetrizing with respect to i t . Let

Rescaling (n+l)-a to a and performing the symmetrization (see Fig.A2) gives

n

KjVf

(A.5)

Let

1

(A.6)

= X-
(A.7)

we have

rs = -L

But

\.&)

{A.9)

(A.10)

Therefore

(A.11)

Note we have used an a lgebra ic cance l l a t ion t o obtain (A.9) from (A.8). From

E q . ( A . l l ) , us ing simple power count ing , we have tha t

•for n ^ (A.ll')

- 1 9 -

Hence ve have proved Eq..(i*.6). Hote that to complete the
syametrination, the above procedure must be repeated (n-l) times.

In the case of massless Yang-Mills, the non-Abelian fields couple to

the antisymmetric part of T due to the presence of the antisymmetric structure

constants; consequently, the fermion path integral generates arbitrari ly non-

linear boson terms in the limit a-* 0. We i l lus t ra te this using the triangle

diagram*
-20-



The triangle diagram

From (A. I}) ve have for the symmetric part of the triangle diagram

(n = 2) V «• a tn a ^ O . However this diagram has an antisymmetric part

which is non-vanishing as a - ^ 0 . A straightforward calculation shove that

(see Fig.A3)

U.12)

In co-ordinate space , we have from the above

Although t h i s termdoes not couple t o the Abelian f i e l d s , i t i s a re levant

term for massless Yang-Mills in tvo dimensions.

- 2 1 -

APPEHDIX E

We prove (U.ll), that is

n i
(B.I)

vhere

01

We use the identity

f e

(B.3)

to revrite r , and use the familiar identity (used in current conservation)

that

J L_
(B.M

to perform "the momentum space integration. That-

rm + r3 (B.5)

where

2 i a. 1,(9)

) ( B . 6 )

- 2 2 -



= 2

(B.7)

(B.8)

(B.9)
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(B.10)
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(B.13)

- 0

Hence, collecting our results, we have from (B.8), (B.10) and '3.

which is the required result.
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•: B O S O N

: FERMION

• ' -—OA =

Graphical expansion of the feraion path integral.

A1 = + o ( a )

F ig-3 The non-trivial diagrams for the fermion path integral.

p+q

The boson mass term.
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The circular contour for the loop integral.

Fig.Al Fermion loop with arbitrary number of external boson l ines .
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